Background
Mental illnesses are among the common diseases in Germany. In order to better understand and treat the development of mental illness, the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) supports psychiatric research in Germany. With a term from 2015 to 2019, the BMBF is funding a research network with a focus on mental and psychiatric illnesses. The “Research Network for Mental Illness” funding initiative created research consortia for the most common psychiatric illnesses. To allow data from these consortia to flow together, three common cross-sectional platforms for biomaterials, clinical data and imaging data were established (see graph 1). The cross-sectional project NetBi-omics should serve as a biobank. Biobanks have become a crucial component of big data research in all fields of medicine, in particular as regards genomic approaches. However, biobanking faces several non-trivial logistical and ethical questions, with the majority of logistical and conceptual issues arising from the ethical challenges (1).

Method
Within a research network of this size a central requirement for processing any data stems from data protection requirements. As a cross-sectional project performed on many study locations, the data has to be pseudonymised in the different projects and locations. Also it has to pass every local ethics committee to get an ethics approval.

NetBi-omics explores three problem-solving approaches:
1. providing a common privacy policy for the three cross-sectional platforms
2. implementing a usable common IT-infrastructure to capture the data in a data protection compliant procedure
3. establishing the processes needed to capture biomaterial on different study locations

Results
- Data protection: A data protection concept based on the national data protection guidelines was developed. This was positively influenced by a laboratory information management system. The IT-infrastructure is managed by the Department of Medical Informatics of the University Medical Center Göttingen, Germany.
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Discussion
NetBi-omics is a cross-sectional biobank for the collection, storage and provision of biospecimen. Networking and international collaborations have become indispensable for successful research. As we move towards collecting more detailed data and a large quantity of biomaterials, the risk of re-identification increases; As measures to bypass technical solutions to data security and encryption are likely to develop faster than such solutions, the protection of personal rights will remain a challenge to the field of biobanking.
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Graph 1. Research network for mental illness and cross-sectional projects: NetBi-omics (biospecimen), PD-CAN (phenotypic data) and PING (imaging data)

Graph 2. Biospecimen, phenotypic data, imaging data which is collected within one research consortium are shared within the cross-sectional projects. The identity management transforms the first pseudonym of the consortia into a second pseudonym of the cross-sectional projects. This results in a double pseudonymisation.